There, famines sweep human beings from the surface of the earth, not in thousands, but in millions. > The two greatest pestilences which the world ever saw fiad congenial soils in India; nay, it is alleged that the very home of one of them, cholera, is there. There, cyclones destroy the strongest and most elaborate works of men's hands, as if the construction was of reeds, and the foundations of sand ; the Heavens discharge balls of ice,* in hail storms, larger than cricket balls; and rain falls, not in inches, but " I could not determine more in the way of analysis than the above points. I should add that the rain water used for testing was" collected in a clean porcelain basin, and fell in a place quite out of the reach of smoke or other organic impurity.
"The explanation of the occurrence of this shower of muddy rain must, I think, be that it was due to a dust-storm which had occurred at a great distance to the south-west, probably in the Bikaneer desert, in the northern part of Rajpootana; and that during this storm, the dust, instead of being, as it usually is, only lifted but a short way from the surface, had, by an air current of exceptional strength and upward direction, been swept aloft to a great altitude, at which it is not an uncommon thing to have a stratum of air moving in a direction quito different from that of a stratum on the earth's surface."
The above explanation by Dr 
